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TABLE_NAME COLUMN_NAME DATA_TYPE NULLABLE DESCRIPTION

CAT_SVM_DATA CAT_SVM_DATA_ID NUMBER(18,0) No The unique identifier for  tableCAT_SVM_DATA

CAT_SVM_DATA CREATE_DATE DATE Yes The date when the entry was first created

CAT_SVM_DATA LAST_MODIFIED_
DATE

DATE Yes The date when last modification to the entry was made

CAT_SVM_DATA DISTANCE NUMBER(18,0) Yes Numeric score indicating how well the matching algorithm is able to associate software 
titles in SVM to CPE titles. The lower the negative number is the better (more accurate) 
the matching is. Positive number indicates very poor matching.  this attribute is Note:
mostly used for internal Flexera purposes.

CAT_SVM_DATA VULN_ID NUMBER(18,0) Yes Numeric characters from SAID (see SAID below)

CAT_SVM_DATA SAID VARCHAR2
(1024 BYTE)

Yes Secunia Advisory ID, unique identifier for Secunia Advisory

CAT_SVM_DATA

CAT_SVM_DATA NAME VARCHAR2
(1024 BYTE)

Yes The full name of software (s), operating system (o) or hardware (o) product for which the 
CPE Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) is assigned

CAT_SVM_DATA TITLE VARCHAR2
(1024 BYTE)

Yes The generic syntax for the CPE URI. This includes a formal name format, a method for 
checking names against a system, and a description format for binding.

CAT_SVM_DATA VULN_RELEASED DATE Yes The date when the advisory first created, captured in the date format (it corresponds to 
the   attribute in SVM).VULN_CREATE_DATE

CAT_SVM_DATA VULN_RELEASED_
STRING

VARCHAR2
(1024 BYTE)

Yes The string format for the date in VULN_RELEASED

CAT_SVM_DATA VULN_MODIFIED_
DATE

DATE Yes The date when the advisory was modified (when any modification/provision was added to 
the advisory). (It corresponds to  attribute in SVM).VULN_MODIFIED_DATE

CAT_SVM_DATA VULN_MODIFIED_
DATE_STRING

VARCHAR2
(1024 BYTE)

Yes The string format for the date in VULN_MODIFIED_DATE

CAT_SVM_DATA VULN_TITLE VARCHAR2
(1024 BYTE)

Yes The title of the Advisory
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CAT_SVM_DATA VULN_CRITICAL_B
OOLEAN

NUMBER(18,0) Yes Numeric score for the vulnerability's criticality, ranges from 1 - 5 where the smaller 
number the higher the criticality is. (It corresponds to  attribute in EXPORTED CSV FILE
SVM).

CAT_SVM_DATA VULN_CRITICAL_S
TR

VARCHAR2
(1024 BYTE)

Yes Translation of the numeric score in , where:VULN_CRITICAL_BOOLEAN

1: Extremely Critical

2: Highly Critical

3: Moderately Critical

4: Less Critical

5: Not Critical

CAT_SVM_DATA VULN_ZERO_DAY NUMBER(18,0) Yes Numeric indicator whether the vulnerability was exploited prior to disclosure, ranges from 
0 - 1.  0=no, 1=y

CAT_SVM_DATA VULN_ZERO_DAY
_STR

VARCHAR2
(1024 BYTE)

Yes Translation of the numeric indicator in   where:VULN_ZERO_DAY,

0: No

1: Yes

CAT_SVM_DATA VULN_SOLUTION_
STATUS

NUMBER(18,0) Yes Numeric indicator for the status of the vulnerability, ranges from 1 - 4

CAT_SVM_DATA VULN_SOLUTION_
STATUS_STR

VARCHAR2
(1024 BYTE)

Yes Translation of the numeric indicator in   where:VULN_SOLUTION_STATUS,

1: Unpatched

2: Vendor Patched

3: Vendor Workaround

4: Partial Fix

CAT_SVM_DATA WHERE_TYPE_ID NUMBER(18,0) Yes Numeric indicator for where the vulnerability can be exploited from, ranges from 1 - 3. It 
corresponds to  in SVM.ATTACK VECTOR

CAT_SVM_DATA WHERE_TYPE_NA
ME

VARCHAR2
(1024 BYTE)

Yes Translation of the numeric indicator in , where: WHERE_TYPE_ID

1: From remote

2: From local network

3: Local system

CAT_SVM_DATA VULN_CVSS_SCO
RE

NUMBER(18,2) Yes The common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) is an open framework for 
communicating the characteristics and impacts of IT vulnerabilities, which is adopted in 
the National Vulnerability Database (NVD). This is version 2 (the old version) of the CVSS 
score for Secunia Advisory. (See related attribute,  , below).CVSS3_SCORE

CAT_SVM_DATA CVSS3_SCORE NUMBER(18,2) Yes Version 3 of the CVSS score. It takes precedence over the old version (version 2) scores 
if both are provided.

CAT_SVM_DATA THREAT_SCORE NUMBER(18,2) Yes Composite score for the Security Advisory, calculated from various criteria and their 
associated values (as determined by their severity). The higher the threat score is, the 
more critical it is to pay more attention to. The following indicates the criticality for all 
possible ranges in the threat score:

71 - 99: Very Critical

45 - 70: Critical

24 - 44: High

13 - 23: Medium

1 - 12: Low

0 - 0: None

See complete criteria and methods of calculation in SVM documentation , with a few here
examples provided  .here

CAT_SVM_DATA NVD_ID NUMBER(18,0) Yes NVD id assigned to the CPE

CAT_SVM_DATA OS_SOFT_ID NUMBER(18,0) Yes Unique identifier for the software, either operating system or application, whichever is 
present (see below).   this attribute is mostly used for internal Flexera purposes.Note:

CAT_SVM_DATA SOFT_ID NUMBER(18,0) Yes Unique identified for the software, when it is classified as an application.   this Note:
attribute is mostly used for internal Flexera purposes.

CAT_SVM_DATA OS_ID NUMBER(18,0) Yes Unique identified for the software, when it is classified as an operating system.   this Note:
attribute is mostly used for internal Flexera purposes.

https://docs.flexera.com/svr/ug/Content/helplibrary/Criteria_for_the_Threat_Score_Calculation.htm#appendix_a_svm_threat_intelligence_2867027411_1101416
https://docs.flexera.com/svr/ug/Content/helplibrary/Threat_Score_Calculation___Examples.htm#appendix_a_svm_threat_intelligence_2867027411_1105534
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CAT_SVM_DATA CPE_URI VARCHAR2
(1024 BYTE)

Yes The generic syntax for Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI) for Common Platform 
Enumeration (CPE). This includes a formal name format, a method for checking names 
against a system, and a description format for binding. This is for version 2.3 (the latest 
version).

CAT_SVM_DATA CPE_URI22 VARCHAR2
(1024 BYTE)

Yes The old version of  (version 2.2). Provided to maintain backward compatibility.CPE_URI

CAT_SVM_DATA CAT_ALL_CPE_ID NUMBER(18,0) No Unique identifier for the CAT_ALL_CPE table (as a foreign key in   table)CAT_SVM_DATA

CAT_SVM_DATA TEXT_DESCRIPTI
ON

VARCHAR2
(4000 BYTE)

Yes A text field containing the description of Secunia Advisory. It may contain the SAID itself. 
 this attribute will potentially undergo further parsing in the future.Note:

CAT_SVM_DATA SOLUTION VARCHAR2
(4000 BYTE)

Yes A text field containing the solution, recommendation on what users need to do to mitigate 
the vulnerability

CAT_SVM_DATA DISCOVERED_BY VARCHAR2
(4000 BYTE)

Yes Who discovered or reported the vulnerability. It could be Secunia, third party research firm
(s), or the vendor itself.

CAT_SVM_DATA CHANGELOG VARCHAR2
(4000 BYTE)

Yes A text field capturing all changes that have happened with the advisory. It may contain 
date-stamps.

CAT_SVM_DATA ORIGINAL_ADVISO
RY

VARCHAR2
(4000 BYTE)

Yes The link to the original advisory from the vendor or third party source(s) who reported the 
vulnerability. If the original advisory was reported by Secunia, this field contains links to 
support information from Secunia Advisory. Note that the original advisory may come 
from multiple sources.

CAT_SVM_DATA OTHER_REFEREN
CES

VARCHAR2
(4000 BYTE)

Yes Any additional, supporting/secondary links which explain/support the vulnerability. If the 
vulnerability contains multiple SAID's, they're captured in this field as well, along with the 
link to the SAID or link to the application which is covered by the SAID.

CAT_SVM_DATA REASON_FOR_RA
TING

VARCHAR2
(4000 BYTE)

Yes Reason(s) for rejecting the vulnerability.  it is currently empty for all records since Note:
this table only contains non-rejected vulnerabilities.

CAT_SVM_DATA EXTENDED_DESC
RITION

VARCHAR2
(4000 BYTE)

Yes Any additional information/analysis (when available).   this attribute is mostly used for Note:
internal Flexera purposes.

CAT_SVM_DATA EXTENDED_SOLU
TION

VARCHAR2
(4000 BYTE)

Yes Additional solution for the vulnerability (on top of what is already recommended in SOLUTI
).   this attribute is mostly used for internal Flexera purposes.ON Note:

CAT_SVM_DATA TAGS VARCHAR2
(1024 BYTE)

Yes The source of advisory. It's currently populated with 'Secunia Advisory' for all records. In 
the future, any advisory curated from other sources will be indicated here.

CAT_SVM_DATA DELETE_REASON VARCHAR2
(550 BYTE)

Yes The reason why the entry is marked for deletion (i.e. values are Duplicate or Inaccurate)

CAT_SVM_DATA TO_BE_DELETED VARCHAR2(1 
BYTE)

Yes This indicates whether or not a record is marked for deletion (Yes or No)

CAT_SVM_DATA TO_BE_DELETED_
ON

DATE Yes The date when the record will be deleted

CAT_SVM_DATA REPLACEMENT_ID NUMBER(18,0) Yes The unique identifier of the replacement entry whenever the entry is marked for deletion 
as a 'Duplicate.'

CAT_ALL_CPE CAT_ALL_CPE_ID NUMBER(18,0) No Unique identifier for the CAT_ALL_CPE table. CAT_ALL_CPE table contains all CPE's as 
sourced from NVD as well as any additional CPE's from any other sources. It is a 
superset of CAT_CPE_URI table (which contains only CPE's which have associated 
Technopedia Release ID's).

CAT_ALL_CPE CREATE_DATE DATE Yes The date when the entry was first created

CAT_ALL_CPE LAST_MODIFIED_
DATE

DATE Yes The date when last modification to the entry was made

CAT_ALL_CPE VENDOR VARCHAR2
(1024 BYTE)

Yes The vendor component of the CPE URI

CAT_ALL_CPE PRODUCT VARCHAR2
(1024 BYTE)

Yes The product component of the CPE URI

CAT_ALL_CPE EDITION VARCHAR2
(1024 BYTE)

Yes Edition component of CPE URI

CAT_ALL_CPE CVSS_SEVERITY_
MAX

NUMBER(19,1) Yes The maximum Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) Severity amongst all CVE 
entries that are associated with this CPE

CAT_ALL_CPE CVSS_SCORE_MAX NUMBER(19,1) Yes The maximum Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) value amongst all CVE 
entries that are associated with this CPE

CAT_ALL_CPE CPE VARCHAR2
(1024 BYTE)

Yes The prefix (URI schema name) for the CPE

CAT_ALL_CPE PART VARCHAR2
(1024 BYTE)

Yes The component of the CPE URI. Values:

s = software
o = operating systems
h = hardware
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CAT_ALL_CPE CVE_COUNT NUMBER(18,0) Yes The count of Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) entries that are associated 
with or affecting this CPE. It refers to any of the following columns: name, name6, or ns2:
product in CVE feeds from the NVD.

CAT_ALL_CPE DEFINITION VARCHAR2
(1024 BYTE)

Yes The title or name of the software operating system or hardware product for which the 
CPE URI is assigned. This refers to 'ns1:title' column in CPE Dictionary (which is 
published by the NVD)

CAT_ALL_CPE CPE_URI VARCHAR2
(1024 BYTE)

Yes The generic syntax for Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI) for Common Platform 
Enumeration (CPE). This includes a formal name format, a method for checking names 
against a system, and a description format for binding. This is for version 2.3 (the latest 
version).

CAT_ALL_CPE CPE_URI22 VARCHAR2
(1024 BYTE)

Yes The old version of  (version 2.2). Provided to maintain backward compatibility.CPE_URI

CAT_ALL_CPE DELETE_REASON VARCHAR2
(550 BYTE)

Yes The reason why the entry is marked for deletion (i.e. values are Duplicate or Inaccurate)

CAT_ALL_CPE REPLACEMENT_ID NUMBER(18,0) Yes The unique identifier of the replacement entry whenever the entry is marked for deletion 
as a 'Duplicate.'

CAT_ALL_CPE TO_BE_DELETED VARCHAR2(1 
BYTE)

Yes This indicates whether or not a record is marked for deletion (Yes or No)

CAT_ALL_CPE TO_BE_DELETED_
ON

DATE Yes The date when the record will be deleted

Additional Notes:

The following SVM attributes are not currently captured in Technopedia which may give additional information on the advisory and the scores:
IMPACT: impact of the vulnerability on the software or system it affects (see details in SVM documentation )here
Metrics for calculating CVSS score (see details in SVM documentation )here

Curation notes:
Technopedia pulls and loads CPE and CVE feeds from NVD on a nightly basis
Technopedia pulls and loads Secunia Advisory data from SVM on a nightly basis

https://docs.flexera.com/csionprem/2020March/ug/Content/helplibrary/CVSS__Common_Vulnerability_Scoring_System_.htm#svm_on-premises_appendix_b_about_advisories_62930151_1076845
https://docs.flexera.com/csionprem/2020March/ug/Content/helplibrary/CVSS__Common_Vulnerability_Scoring_System_.htm#svm_on-premises_appendix_b_about_advisories_62930151_1076845
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